


TEACHERS’ NOTES

Background
For centuries, kabuki has been at the centre of Japanese life. This theatrical art form has inspired 
visual artists, especially printmakers concerned with depicting contemporary life and culture, for 
centuries. Stars of the Tokyo stage, featuring superb woodblock-printed actor portraits by Tokyo 
artist Natori Shunsen (1886–1960), explores this relationship. Kabuki theatre draws on Japan’s rich 
folklore, literature and history, as well as violent, romantic and scandalous events to present lavish 
performances. Shunsen’s prints have become internationally famous as outstanding examples 
of the shin-hanga movement, a twentieth-century revival of Japanese printmaking that included 
international influences.

From the early days of kabuki, enthusiastic fans collected printed images of their favourite stars. Actor 
images were part of an old tradition of woodblock prints called ukiyo-e which emerged as a distinct 
genre by the early eighteenth century. Ukiyo-e grew out of the popular culture of the Edo period 
(1615–1868) and comprised both printed sheets and illustrated books and paintings. The full colour 
print developed in 1765. Production of a print involved specialist woodblock carvers, printers and 
publishers.

Tokyo in the 1920s and early 30s was the scene of significant social change as the city was rapidly 
growing and modernising. The cityscape itself changed dramatically, accelerated by rebuilding 
programs after the Great Kanto earthquake of 1923. In this environment, there was an influx of Western 
ideas and fashions. Kabuki was mainstream entertainment: actors were idolised and performances 
were well attended. Kabuki was however forced to adapt to the changing times, as it had many times 
in the past, to compete with other modern pursuits such as attending the cinema, watching sports, 
dancing and going to cafés. Today, kabuki remains a central part of Japanese cultural life.

FURTHER RESOURCES
Stars of the Tokyo stage catalogue (ISBN 9780642334275)

http://www.nga.gov.au/TokyoStage/

http://www.Kabuki21.com

http://www.kabuki-bito.jp/eng/top.html

http://www.dartmouth.edu/~ukiyoe/kabuki/index.html

http://www2.ntj.jac.go.jp/unesco/kabuki/en/index.html

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=67-bgSFJiKc 

Natori Shunsen 
Ichikawa Shōchō II as Umegawa and Kataoka Gadō IV as Chūbei in  
‘A message of love from Yamato’ 1927 
woodblock print; ink and colour on paper
National Gallery of Australia, Canberra, gift of Jennifer Gordon, 1998





KABUKI

Utagawa Hiroshige lll  
Street scene outside the Shintomi Theatre 1882 
woodblock print; ink and colour on paper
National Gallery of Australia, Canberra, purchased 2010
 
The Shintomi Theatre was one of the major kabuki theatres in Edo (modern Tokyo) during the Edo period 
(1615 –1868) and into the twentieth century. It was established in 1660 and run by the Morita family of 
actors until its destruction in the 1923 Great Kanto earthquake which ruined much of Tokyo.

Today the word ‘kabuki’ is written with characters that mean ’skills in dance and song’. A form of dance-
drama, kabuki originated in Kyoto in the early seventeenth century as popular street entertainment 
when lower-class women, often prostitutes, began presenting humorous plays and dances. In 1629 the 
government banned women from public performances and all kabuki roles came to be performed by 
men. The use of onnagata, male actors in female roles, is one of the most famous aspects of kabuki.

In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries kabuki theatres were located alongside teashops, brothels 
and drinking establishments. Over time, however, kabuki became a reputable art, officially supported 
as a symbol of Japan’s national culture, while retaining outrageous aspects such as cross-dressing, 
showiness and exaggerated dramatics.

Over the centuries kabuki has developed into a highly refined art influenced by many popular 
entertainment styles, including dance and puppet theatre all of which follow unique rules for staging 
and performance. The visual spectacle of kabuki is extremely important, with elaborate stage tricks 
and colourful stage settings, costumes, makeup and props. Kabuki acting is characterised by a specific 
style of exaggerated poses, movements, stylised speech and music which accompanies scenes and 
heightens dramatic moments. 

The bustling audience is encouraged to participate by shouting out names, commenting on scenes 
and answering characters’ questions during the performance. It’s an exciting and active space to be in 
with audiences eating, drinking tea and chatting during the long performances.

ACTIVITIES
What other types of theatre use performance techniques similar to kabuki? 
What plays or musicals have you watched or acted in? Describe your or the actors’ performance. 

Watch excerpts from a kabuki play. How do you think it would feel to be on stage performing  
in front of a lively audience?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MZ6_pxGKCks&feature=related





ACTORS

Natori Shunsen 
Nakamura Fukusuke V as Ohan in  
‘The Katsura River and the eternal bonds of love’ 1928
woodblock print; ink and colour on paper 
National Gallery of Australia, Canberra, gift of Jennifer Gordon, 1998

This print is a portrait of Nakamura Fukusuke V sorrowfully clutching a letter in a scene from a double 
suicide play, in which he played the female lead, Ohan. The actor was well known for his onnagata roles  
and was revered for his beauty, femininity and dancing skills.

Throughout its long history, kabuki actors have been adored and gossiped about in the same way 
as movie stars are today. Despite originally being on the edge of society, outside of the official class 
system, actors became popular heroes and fans eagerly collected their images. By the 1920s and 
1930s, kabuki was mainstream entertainment and the actors portrayed in the prints of Stars of the 
Tokyo stage were wildly popular for their exciting portrayals, extraordinary characters and colourful 
personal lives.

All major kabuki actors were, and still are, members of notable acting families, either by birth or 
adoption. In some cases actors can trace their history back six or more generations. The tradition of 
maintaining the family’s theatre skills and profile from generation to generation is very important. 
Acting dynasties may retain specific styles and approaches to particular roles, with the best actors also 
inheriting the recognised names of their fathers and grandfathers. Adoption, especially of young boys 
who showed acting talent, was very common.

Learning kabuki roles requires a great deal of training in classical dance, music, movement and acting, 
and most actors have studied these arts from a very early age (some actors even debut as babies). 
Actors usually specialise in particular types of roles. One of the most distinctive features of kabuki is the 
onnagata, a male actor who plays female characters. Powerful male roles known as aragoto (literally 
meaning ‘rough stuff’) are characterised by flamboyant oversized costumes, exaggerated movements 
and loud pompous speeches which emphasise the power of the hero or the evil of the villain. Also for 
male roles, wagoto acting is romantic, tender and may also be humorous. Its heroes are usually young 
and obsessed with romance, often quarrelling and making up with their lovers.

ACTIVITIES
Can you name two actors who are members of the same family?  
What sort of items do fans of actors collect?  
Discuss how actors are portrayed in the media today.

Research a current famous kabuki actor – which family does he come from? What type of roles does  
he play? What is he most famous for? How do his fans and the media react to him?  
Watch a brief video on kabuki acting techniques.  
http://www.ket.org/education/video/katdl/katdl_000195.htm





PERFORMANCE

Natori Shunsen  
Bando Shucho lll as Shizuka Gozen in  
‘Yoshitsune and the thousand cherry trees’ 1925 
woodblock print; ink and colour on paper
National Gallery of Australia, Canberra, gift of Jennifer Gordon, 1998

Shunsen’s actor portraits capture famous dramatic moments. This full-length portrait represents the 
heroine, Shizuka Gozen, in a famous scene where she summons a fox spirit by playing a magical drum.  
The elegant dancer holds a short sword at her side for protection.

Kabuki acting is characterised by overstated movements and stylised speech, with little emphasis 
on realistic portrayals. Throughout kabuki’s history, audiences have been more concerned with their 
favourite actor than with the storyline: analysing the way a story is brought to life, how the actor 
moves and the subtleties of his performance. 

One of the most important features of a kabuki play are the frequent mie (dramatic poses). At an 
important emotional or dramatic moment, the actor adopts a stance and holds an exaggerated facial 
expression. One famous mie involves the actor glaring and crossing his eyes. Using his body and facial 
muscles to focus the excitement, he will stay in that pose while the audience shouts encouragement 
and appreciation. During this time, props may be moved around the stage by stagehands, usually 
dressed in black, who rush on in view of the spectators. 

Music also accompanies kabuki theatre. Music and sound effects are provided by musicians and 
singers, both on and off stage. The most important instrument used is the three-stringed shamisen. 
In addition, singers and musicians play the flute and a large variety of percussion instruments. One of 
the special sound effects found in kabuki is the dramatic crack of wooden blocks struck together or 
against a wooden board. The effect may be used to signify lightning, a gunshot or the presence of a 
supernatural character.

With its origins in dance, the actor’s body is the focus of kabuki. The physical elements of kabuki are as 
important as the theatrical and musical components; performances can be very physically demanding 
and acrobatic. Kabuki plays often incorporate fighting between characters. This violence is highly 
stylised and staged fights are carried out in a dance-like movement in time with music.

ACTIVITIES
Looking at both theatre and film, how can music enhance a dramatic scene? Comment on kabuki in 
relation to other theatre productions you have seen.  

Choreograph your own dance or fight scene. Use sound effects to enhance the action. Watch the 
scenes from ‘Yoshistune and the thousand cherry trees’ as inspiration  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BU66syDUuJ8&feature=player_embedded#t=111s  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F3IHdm2Tf8g. 





PLAYS

Natori Shunsen 
Matsumoto Koshiro Vll as Benkei in ‘The Subscription List’ 1935 
woodblock print; ink and colour on paper
National Gallery of Australia, Canberra, Pauline and John Gandel Fund, 2011

Shunsen has captured the drama of the moment when Benkei must prove himself to be a Buddhist priest by 
reading a list of names from his scroll. The pompons and small Buddhist cap are signifiers of the priesthood 
and essential elements of the costume.

Kabuki plays cover an enormous range of themes and genres: from epic period dramas to real 
life domestic plays; stories about the criminal underworld or supernatural beings; from comedies 
to tragedies and tales expressed only in dance. Many plays incorporate topical news stories or 
contemporary scandals. Popular plays can transport audiences to an ancient feudal Japan of lords  
and samurai warriors or focus on the lowest classes of society.

Many plays base their narratives on historic events, well-known folk tales and plays that were originally 
written for the bunraku puppet theatre. These plays use a narrator, a technique taken from bunraku. 
While melodrama is the key in kabuki, many plays also incorporate comic dialogues and short dance 
pieces based on humorous situations.

In the past kabuki productions lasted all day with audiences seeing a performance that contained  
a historical section, a dance play and a section based on a contemporary situation. Today a program 
usually runs for five hours and can include scenes from several plays, however, the basic structure of 
history, dance and contemporary sections remain the same.

Traditionally actors were also in charge of the theatres and productions. Playwrights were hired to 
write plays for the star actors and would present new productions every couple of months. The written 
versions of these productions were not published as the actors’ performance was the focus. Today, the 
main actor is usually also the director.

ACTIVITIES
Read and discussthe synopses of the three plays in the kabuki program included in the education 
resource.
  
Write your own short play or short story based on a famous historical person, event or popular folktale.
Find an outline of the play The Subscription List (Kanjincho) on the internet and discover the fate of 
Yoshitsune and Benkei. Benkei really existed in history. Find out about this popular character’s life. 
Why do you think he has been a character in so many plays?





THE STAGE AND STAGECRAFT

Natori Shunsen 
Sawamura Sojuro Vll as Narihira Reizaburo in  
‘A Flower in a Snowstorm: Oshizu and Reiza’ 1927 
woodblock print; ink and colour on paper
National Gallery of Australia, Canberra, gift of Jennifer Gordon, 1998
 
The face of this actor captures the sorrow of the forlorn final scene in a play about forbidden love. The snow 
depicted in this print shows the small pieces of torn paper that were used to imitate snow falling in a wintery 
scene on stage.

Bold, ornate and colourful stage settings are integral to the visual impact of kabuki. Props and 
elaborate stage tricks such as lighting, smoke effects and mechanical devices enhance the actor’s 
ability to tell a story and add to the entertainment. Sensational ghost or murder scenes may involve 
wires attached to the actors, a technique first developed in the nineteenth century, which allow actors 
to fly across the stage or out over the audience. Kabuki also incorporates a large variety of simple stage 
tricks to manufacture special effects. One such trick uses folded silk material waved and billowed on 
stage to suggest water, creating a stunning visual impact.

Today’s kabuki follows strict guidelines and stage presentations. The flat, two-dimensional, painted 
backdrops are stylised, but not abstract. Often the stage itself is constructed to have rotating platforms 
and trap doors so actors can make sudden appearances and disappearances— technical innovations 
introduced in the eighteenth century. 

One of the most recognisable elements of the kabuki stage is the hanamichi. It is a raised passageway, 
above the heads of the audience, that runs from the back of the theatre, up the left hand side, through 
the main floor seating area to the stage. The main purpose of the hanamichi is to provide an entrance 
and exit for the characters, who use it to pause at designated places along its path and perform within 
the audience.

ACTIVITIES
Locate the print Sawamura Gennosuke lV as Nikki Danjo in ‘The precious incense and autumn flowers of 
Sendai’. Shunsen illustrates the dramatic moment when the character Nikki Danjo rises up from beneath 
the stage in a cloud of smoke. He has just transformed from a rat. Discuss how the artist has portrayed 
smoke in the image? What techniques has the artist used to show that the character was a rat? 
 
Choose a scene from a kabuki play you’ve encountered in the exhibition Stars of the Tokyo stage.  
Design a small-scale stage model for that scene. You could make your own actors in costume. Choose a 
stage mechanism and describe how it would work in your design.
Refer to these links for information: http://www2.ntj.jac.go.jp/unesco/kabuki/en/3/3_01.html
http://www.glopad.org/jparc/?q=en/kabuki_sets/kanai_intro
http://londondance.com/articles/features/kabuki-featuring-ebizo-ichikawa-xi  





COSTUMES 

Natori Shunsen 
Kataoka Ichizo lV as Benkei in  
‘The cherry trees of the Imperial Palace’ 1927 
woodblock print; ink and colour on paper 
National Gallery of Australia, Canberra, gift of Jennifer Gordon, 1998

Shunsen shows this actor as the popular character Benkei, who appears in many plays, in an epic drama set 
in the twelfth century. Benkei, dressed in an imposing costume with long swords, has just fatally wounded a 
character who is revealed to be his daughter.

Costumes are an important feature of kabuki theatre. They enhance an actor’s stage presence and 
symbolise many aspects of the character portrayed. The balance between costumes and the set is 
carefully designed and an essential element of the stage setting. Many costumes are flamboyant, 
with strong colours and patterns which heighten the action and drama of the performance. Some are 
oversized and heavy—the excessively long sleeves of some robes occasionally need stagehands to 
hold them up—and techniques such as embroidery are used to create spectacular visual effects. 

Distinctive costumes represent particular characters, assisting the audience to follow complex plots. 
Specific styles, garment types, colours and motifs may symbolise age, social status, morality or 
relationships between characters. For onnagata (female-role actors), costume and makeup transform 
the male actor, allowing convincing portrayals of beauty and femininity. 

Some history plays present magnificent, colourful and ornate costumes of the period in which the 
play is set, while others portray the flamboyant clothing styles of the Edo period (1615–1868), when 
kabuki was at its height. Kabuki robes may also be designed for beauty and entertainment rather than 
historical accuracy. Simpler cotton clothing is often worn for domestic dramas.

Various pieces of the costume can be put together in such a way that at the appropriate moment, the 
actor can pull on a string and cause the top layers to fall away, revealing an instant change in character. 
Costumes may also be changed by a stage hand (who is on stage and accepted as a convention of 
kabuki theatre), who removes an actor’s outer garment to reveal a new robe.

ACTIVITIES
Select and record three different costumes in the actor portraits in this exhibition, making sure at 
least one is of a female character. Describe the costumes worn by the female characters. How do they 
present an image of femininity?

Refer to http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=67-bgSFJiKc  
Comment on how the costumes and stage sets are carefully composed to complement each other. 
Draw a striking and colourful costume of your own design. You could use origami papers or samples  
of fabrics to create your design.





MAKEUP AND WIGS

Natori Shunsen 
Ichikawa Sadanji II as Narukami in ‘Narukami’ 1926
woodblock print; ink and colour on paper
National Gallery of Australia, Canberra, purchased 1996

Matsumoto Koshiro Vll as Umeomaru in  
‘Sugawara’s secrets of calligraphy’ 1926
woodblock print; ink and colour on paper
National Gallery of Australia, Canberra, gift of Jennifer Gordon, 1998

The ‘big head’ portrait (okubi-e) of Ichikawa Sadanji shows the actor as a sorcerer-priest transformed into 
the furious flame-covered Thunder God. The blue lines of makeup and the flames behind the huge wig both 
indicate the supernatural.

Shunsen has created a bold profile portrait of Matsumoto Koshiro Vll in a famous scene from an epic history 
play. The flowing diagonal lines and strong colour add to the drama of the portrait, displaying the oversized 
costume and striped kumadori makeup.

Kabuki makeup covers a large range of styles and effects, from the realistic to the strikingly 
exaggerated. The most dramatic makeup, kumadori, is worn by aragoto (literally meaning ‘rough stuff’) 
characters and by ghosts or demons. Dramatic lines and shapes of colour are painted over a white base 
and follow the natural lines and muscles of the face to enhance the emotion and expressions of the 
actors. The colours have symbolic meanings, for example red is used to express strength or virtue and 
blue indicates the supernatural or evil. In the past, lead paint was used to create the white base, but 
rice powder is now preferred as lead is highly poisonous.

The makeup of kabuki actors is considered an important aspect of performance. Actors often press  
a silk cloth to their faces to make a print of their makeup. Once a play is over these oshiguma become 
souvenirs for the actor or his fans.

Wigs are a very important to an actor’s costume and every character in kabuki wears one. They can  
be very ornate and create beautiful shapes. Importantly, they tell the audience about the character.  
A large variety of wigs representing different hairstyles are used, depending mainly on age, occupation 
and social status. For example, in samurai culture a boy’s forelock is not cut off until manhood, so a 
forelock wig indicates youth. Sometimes a wig can also reveal a character’s emotional state; characters 
may tear at their hair so it hangs down to indicate intense grief or madness. 

ACTIVITIES
Name some other art forms or professions that use wigs.  
Identify the female and male characters in the prints in this exhibition and discuss the differences 
between the wigs worn by each character. 

Make your face up in the style of an actor in one of Shunsen’s portraits. Press a piece of fabric or paper 
to your face to create your own oshiguma. Refer to the following video to see the process of applying 
the stage makeup: http://www.ket.org/education/video/katdl/katdl_000196.htm  
http://www.teachersdomain.org/resource/jacult.arts.drama.makeup/





ACTOR PRINTS

Natori Shunsen 
Nakamura Shikaku ll as Shizuka Gozen in  
‘Yoshitsune and the thousand cherry trees’ 1926 
woodblock print; ink and colour on paper
National Gallery of Australia, Canberra, gift of Jennifer Gordon, 1998
 
Shunsen has dramatically cropped the portrait to capture an intense moment where the character pulls on 
her armour. In this colourful print the artist has included the special printing technique of embossing. This is 
the raised area that can be seen on the headband. It is an effect he has used in various prints in this series.

Tokyo artist Natori Shunsen (1886–1960) was very involved in the world of kabuki. Between 1925 
and the mid-1930s, he produced two series of bold actor prints depicting kabuki stars. Published by 
Watanabe Shozaburo (1885–1962), the portraits are a fascinating record of the great actors of the day, 
in their best-loved roles. Made for theatre fans and foreign collectors, each portrait highlights costume 
details, facial expressions, pose and makeup to reveal the magic of kabuki. 

In the 1920s, many artists, writers and intellectuals were grappling with ideas of modernisation and 
Japanese identity. Some art movements aimed to preserve traditional Japanese media, techniques, 
aesthetics and subject matter while other movements were keen to introduce the practices and ideas 
of modern Western art. Many artists tried to blend the two approaches. The shin-hanga (new print) 
movement, founded by influential publisher Watanabe Shozaburo, aimed to revive Japanese printmaking 
to produce commercially viable prints.

Shunsen’s exquisite prints were created through a traditional collaborative process involving publisher, 
artist, block-carver and printer. The images display the influence of historical actor prints—a popular 
theme in Japanese printmaking—as well as the modern interest in realistic representation. 

In contrast to the flat, stylised portraits of the earlier ukiyo-e form of actor prints, shin-hanga used 
shading to give dimension to the actor’s faces. The use of more naturalistic light, coloured lines and 
depth of space are features of these woodblock prints. Many of the portraits were richly printed with 
mica for a pearly background and have embossed areas.

ACTIVITIES 
A baren is a traditional hand-held tool that is rubbed over the back of paper when it is placed on an 
inked woodblock. This transfers the ink to the paper. If used on its side, it creates swirling lines, which 
Shunsen has used in the background of some his prints. Look through the works in this exhibition,  
can you find the prints which have this effect?  
Each colour in a woodblock print usually requires a separate carved block. How many blocks would be 
needed for the print shown on this card? 

 
Make a small relief print by carving lino, wood or even a large eraser. Choose a simple decorative 
element from one of Shunsen’s prints as your design. For further information on woodblock printing 
refer to http://www.dartmouth.edu/~ukiyoe/print/printbook/index.html


